Abstract: The results of space charge measurements carried out on cables and on films cut from the cables are discussed in this paper. The purpose is to investigate the diagnostic features of this innovative and increasingly common technique. Measurements were made on an unaged 400 kV XLPE cable, then on the same kind of cable subjected to long-term prequalification tests for 400 kV and 500 kV levels. Measurements were also performed on films cut from these cables, searching for a support to the results obtained on cables. Variation of quantities associated to space charges did not display the same behavior and extent in cable and films, unaged and long-term stressed, once films were thermally treated. This result suggests caution in carrying out diagnostic evaluation based on the observation of bulk quantities (as space charges) that are sensitive to contaminants which may enter or leave cable with a rate that is function of time, environment and working stress.
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1. Introduction
Space charge measurements is becoming a more and more common technique not only for the observation of accumulated charge and electrical field in insulation, but also to investigate ageing processes (ageing is meant, here, as irreversible worsening of properties associated with capability of insulation to withstand service stresses). It has been shown, indeed, that space charge can promote ageing, through internal field and local electromechanical strain and stress magnification [1-4], but it can also constitute an indicator of insulation degradation [5-7]. The latter aspect is being considered with increasing attention, since space charges can be measured on any size of cable (regarding thickness) and, even (using e.g. thermal step method [8]), on fairly long cable lengths.

In order to use space charge observation as a tool to evaluate insulation bulk degradation, suitable quantities, i.e. ageing markers, must be extracted from space charge measurements. Recent papers propose as ageing markers charge density, threshold for space charge accumulation and apparent, trap-controlled mobility. The threshold characteristic is obtained plotting the mean (absolute) space charge density, derived from the charge density profiles measured at different poling fields, as a function of poling field: the space charge accumulation threshold coincides with the bent of this characteristics, which separates low field regions at which charge is not accumulated (or it is accumulated below the sensitivity limit of the space